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Abstract. Land–atmosphere interactions have been investi-
gated at daily or longer timescales due to limited data avail-
ability and large errors for measuring high-frequency vari-
ations. Yet coupling at the subdaily timescale is character-
ized by the diurnal cycle of incoming solar radiation and sur-
face fluxes. Based on flux tower observations, this study in-
vestigates the climatology of observed land–atmosphere in-
teractions on subdaily timescales during the warm season.
Process-based multivariate metrics are employed to quantita-
tively measure segmented coupling processes, and mixing di-
agrams are adopted to demonstrate the integrative moist and
thermal energy budget evolution in the atmospheric mixed
layer. The land, atmosphere, and combined couplings for the
entire daily mean, midday, and midnight periods show differ-
ent situations to which surface latent and sensible heat fluxes
are relevant, and they also reveal the climate sensitivity to
soil moisture and surface air temperature. The 24 h coevo-
lution of the moist and thermal energy within the boundary
layer traces a particular path on mixing diagrams, exhibit-
ing different degrees of asymmetry (time shifts) in water-
and energy-limited locations. Water- and energy-limited pro-
cesses also show opposing long tails of low humidity during
the daytime and nighttime, related to the impact on land and
atmospheric couplings of latent heat flux and other diabatic
processes like radiative cooling. This study illustrates the ne-
cessity of considering the entire diurnal cycle to understand
land–atmosphere coupling processes comprehensively in ob-
servations and models.

1 Introduction

Land–atmosphere (L–A) interactions play a critical role in
the global energy and water cycles. Our understanding of L–
A interactions has increased greatly over the last 20 years,
initially via numerous climate modeling studies. These have
included several multi-model experiments (Koster et al.,
2011, 2002; Dirmeyer et al., 2006; Seneviratne et al., 2013;
Lawrence et al., 2016; van Den Hurk et al., 2016; Xue
et al., 2016, 2021) and single-model studies too numerous
to mention. Among the most important multi-model stud-
ies was the Global Land–Atmosphere Coupling Experiment
(GLACE), which focused on how land surface states (namely
soil moisture) can affect atmospheric processes (Koster et al.,
2004, 2006; Guo et al., 2006), leading to the identification of
hotspot locations of L–A coupling.

In recent years, the growing availability of observational
data (both in situ measurements and satellite retrievals) has
made a new wave of research possible that is enhancing our
understanding of L–A interactions and enabling more thor-
ough evaluations of model performance. Growing in situ
monitoring networks of soil moisture are enabling new eval-
uation capabilities (Dorigo et al., 2011; Quiring et al., 2016;
Dirmeyer et al., 2016). Flux towers have reached a level of
quality, coverage, and longevity that make them invaluable to
studies of L–A interactions (Novick et al., 2018; Tramontana
et al., 2016). Satellites are providing ever-improving cover-
age and quality of land surface states and, increasingly, fluxes
(Miralles et al., 2016; Alemohammad et al., 2017; Collian-
der et al., 2017; Dorigo et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2019; Seo
and Dirmeyer, 2022). Tawfik et al. (2015b) demonstrated
linkages between land surface fluxes and convective initia-
tion from radiosonde data. Denissen et al. (2021) found soil
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moisture signals globally in boundary layer profiles. Zhang
et al. (2020) have applied sounding data from commercial
aircraft to quantify land surface drivers of boundary layer de-
velopment. Dirmeyer et al. (2018) verified L–A coupling in
forecast models, reanalyses, and land surface models against
in situ observations using process-based multivariate statis-
tics, demonstrating that the models generally underrepre-
sent spatial and temporal variability relative to observations.
Wulfmeyer et al. (2018) are developing a new generation
of surface and lower-atmosphere monitoring capabilities that
will provide unprecedented data on local L–A interactions.
Data assimilation and other synthesis techniques can extend
the data coverage while compensating for both model and
sensor errors (Crow et al., 2015; Reichle et al., 2017; Seo et
al., 2021).

Moreover, the increased data availability of hydrological
and near-surface atmospheric variables can be used to im-
prove understanding of L–A interactions following links in
the process chains described by Santanello et al. (2018). The
linkages begin with soil moisture and its controls on sur-
face heat flux partitioning, its effects on soil heat storage,
conduction, and the health of vegetation. This process chain
proceeds through near-surface atmospheric states, bound-
ary layer properties, cloud formation, and convection. These
strongly influence L–A feedbacks in the development of ex-
treme climate events such as heat waves and drought (Senevi-
ratne et al., 2010; Miralles et al., 2012, 2019; Schumacher
et al., 2019; Seo et al., 2020; Dirmeyer et al., 2021). These
couplings are not necessarily linear, and the soil moisture–
evaporation relationship is found to strengthen when the soil
moisture and temperature become drier and warmer, respec-
tively, which emphasizes anomalous warming and drying to
the extreme (Benson and Dirmeyer, 2021). Thus, a realistic
representation of L–A coupling in a subseasonal-to-seasonal
forecast system is key to improved prediction skill (Seo et
al., 2019.; Koster et al., 2011).

Most L–A coupling metrics (refer to Table 1 in Santanello
et al., 2018) have focused on daily mean conditions, using
data that were commonly available from models when L–A
interaction studies began. However, some metrics use infor-
mation at specific times of day to focus on time-evolving
processes within the diurnal cycle. For instance, the mix-
ing diagram, an integrative diagnostic metric of the L–A
coupling process chain, demonstrates the daytime coevolu-
tion of energy and water budgets within the mixed layer
(ML) (Santanello et al., 2009, 2011). This synthesized metric
can be decomposed into land and atmospheric components
that are further explained by linked moist and thermal pro-
cesses to quantify interactions and feedbacks across a range
of scales. The convective triggering potential (CTP) and low-
level humidity index (HIlow) characterize the circumstances
in which the L–A coupling could influence afternoon con-
vection (Findell and Eltahir, 2003b, a). They are based on
the concept that morning atmospheric profiles of tempera-
ture and humidity can provide information on whether ML

conditions are favorable to trigger convection during the day.
Findell et al. (2011) established that increased morning evap-
oration leads to an enhanced probability of afternoon rain-
fall for the boreal summer season over much of the United
States, whereas rainfall intensity appears insensitive to sur-
face fluxes. The heated condensation framework (HCF) also
examines the impact of surface fluxes on convective trigger-
ing later in the day based on a synthetic evolution of atmo-
spheric profiles of temperature and humidity driven by ideal-
ized surface fluxes (Tawfik and Dirmeyer, 2014; Tawfik et
al., 2015a). The climatological probability of summertime
convective initiation was found to be more sensitive to morn-
ing convective inhibition over the southeastern United States,
while soil moisture provides a secondary control on convec-
tion (Tawfik et al., 2015b). In addition, the influence of soil
moisture on cloud development has been demonstrated for
the coupled L–A system with realistic daytime surface fluxes
and atmospheric profiles (Ek and Holtslag, 2004), and the
role of dry-air entrainment has been shown to enhance sur-
face evaporation and induce a shallower convective boundary
layer through daytime L–A feedbacks (Van Heerwaarden et
al., 2009).

Nevertheless, thorough examinations of the climatology of
the complete diurnal cycle of L–A interactions have been
lacking. A major barrier has been the availability of reli-
able data that resolve the diurnal cycle, particularly for near-
surface soil moisture. Although dielectric sensors have been
extensively used in soil moisture monitoring networks for the
past few decades, their diurnal cycle at shallow soil depths
includes a spurious component due to temperature sensitiv-
ity, causing a positive measurement bias that peaks during
the time of maximum soil temperature (Kapilaratne and Lu,
2017). To date, there is no adequate temperature correction
method for dielectric sensors (Michael Cosh, personal com-
munication, 2022), so typically hourly or sub-hourly mea-
surements are averaged to daily means, or measurements at
a single hour of the day are used, avoiding the sensor bias
problem. Although cosmic ray neutron sensors do not have
this problem (Zreda et al., 2008; Evans et al., 2016), they
have a variable measurement footprint and depth and are not
as widely used due to their expense. Polar orbiting satel-
lites with sun-synchronous overpasses near sunrise and sun-
set provide data at the same hour of the day (Entekhabi et
al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2010). However, they do not sample the
entire diurnal cycle, at best providing measurements twice
per day at any location, and, depending on latitude, may only
pass over a location every few days. There are also inconsis-
tencies between morning and evening overpasses (Leroux et
al., 2013).

By considering the issues included in diverse observa-
tional datasets, the investigation of the complete diurnal cy-
cle of L–A interactions can begin to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the L–A coupling processes. In this study,
we examine the entire diurnal cycle of climatological L–A
interactions at available flux tower sites across the globe in
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a way that ameliorates the problems described above. The
terrestrial coupling index is adopted in an hour-by-hour con-
text to explore the L–A coupling process chain. The mixing
diagram approach is extended around the full diurnal cycle
to synthesize the coevolution of moist and thermal energy
budgets within the ML. We sidestep the soil moisture bias
problem by grouping data by each hour of the day and calcu-
late correlation-based daily coupling metrics independently
at each hour. In doing so, new details of the daily evolu-
tion of L–A coupling are revealed. Section 2 introduces the
datasets used in this study. Section 3 describes the adopted
metrics to understand the L–A interactions and our com-
position approach to investigate the climate sensitivity. Sec-
tion 4 presents and discusses the results of this study. Finally,
Sect. 5 summarizes the results and their implications for fu-
ture applications.

2 Data

2.1 Flux site observations

In situ measurements of near-surface meteorological vari-
ables, land surface heat fluxes, and surface soil moisture
are employed to understand L–A interactions on subdiur-
nal timescales. The FLUXNET2015 station dataset version
released in February 2020 has collected data from multi-
ple regional flux networks across the globe spanning 1996–
2020. (https://fluxnet.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/, last ac-
cess: 24 October 2022; Pastorello et al., 2020). The tier 1
data are used in this study, additionally screened by the
quality flags for each variable marked 0 or 1 (0 – mea-
sured and 1 – good-quality gap-filled value following the
method of Reichstein et al., 2005). In addition, if the IGBP
classification of any sites is snow and ice (IGBP classifica-
tion is “SNO”), the sites are discarded. To extend the ob-
servational flux data across more stations and into more
recent years, this study also uses data from the Ameri-
Flux network (https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/, last access: 24 Oc-
tober 2022; Novick et al., 2018) and the European Drought-
2018 network (https://doi.org/10.18160/YVR0-4898). Data
from these additional sources are available in a format that
matches the FLUXNET2015 standards.

To examine the diurnal cycle of L–A interactions, this
study uses half-hourly or hourly data from all three network
datasets and composites all sites to hourly intervals. Where
FLUXNET2015 spatially and temporally overlaps the Amer-
iFlux or European Eddy Fluxes Database station data, the
FLUXNET2015 is given priority, and the other datasets are
used to extend the temporal coverage of the FLUXNET2015
data. Figure 1 shows the global distribution of sites along
with their land cover categories. A total of 230 sites are avail-
able, but the spatial coverage is concentrated in midlatitude
regions, especially over North America, Europe, and Aus-
tralia. The adopted variables in this study are soil wetness

content in the top soil layer (SWC1), sensible (H ) and latent
heat fluxes (LE), surface air temperature, humidity, surface
pressure, and vapor pressure. Except for SWC1, the other
variables are assumed to have been measured a few me-
ters above the canopy while acknowledging that the canopy
height varies among sites. However, the flux observations
generally do not contain the canopy information necessary
to compare to the reference height of the sensors, which is a
shortcoming of using flux tower data, especially for forested
locations. To understand the atmospheric coupling processes
related to land surface heat fluxes, we calculate the lifted con-
densation level (LCL) using the near-surface measurements
at each site. The LCL can be characterized as a potential level
of cloud base formation based on parcel theory and is easily
calculated from surface meteorological measurements but is
an approximation subject to the limitations of parcel theory.
In reality, the profile of temperature and moisture above the
surface also determines the level of the cloud base (Tawfik
and Dirmeyer, 2014). The LCL can be compared to the plan-
etary boundary layer (PBL) height to define an LCL deficit
(PBL height minus LCL; Santanello et al., 2011). When the
PBL grows to the height of the LCL (corresponding to posi-
tive values of the LCL deficit), water may condense from the
air parcel, and cloud formation occurs, although clouds begin
to form when scattered updrafts penetrate the condensation
level before the entire ML reaches the LCL (Van Stratum et
al., 2014). The LCL is formulated as

LCL=
T − Td

0d−0dew
, (1)

where T and Td are surface air temperature and dew-point
temperature, respectively. The terms of 0d and 0dew are the
lapse rate for dry adiabatic lifting (9.8×10−3 K m−1) and the
lapse rate of the dew point (1.8× 10−3 K m−1), respectively.
LCL is reported in units of meters.

As the instrument height varies among flux towers, this
study computes the measurement height (h) as the difference
between reported height of observation and averaged canopy
height. When 83 observation sites (36 % of the total) do not
provide both heights, we assume the measurement height as
the averaged value across the other available sites (7.5 m).
All flux measurements are taken above the canopy, while few
meteorological sensors are below the canopy top. Many flux
observation sites in forests report 2 m meteorological quanti-
ties that are not consistent with the WMO standard for unob-
structed routine measurements upon which the mixing dia-
grams were originally developed. To understand the possible
effect of subcanopy measurements on the diurnal mixing di-
agrams, meteorological data from the Discovery Tree at the
Andrews Experimental Forest (https://portal.edirepository.
org/nis/mapbrowse?packageid=knb-lter-and.5476.2, last ac-
cess: 24 October 2022, Still, 2019) have been used. The Dis-
covery Tree is a 50 m tree in the Willamette National Forest
in the western United States that has been instrumented with
numerous sensors. Data from 1 October 2015 through 5 De-
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Figure 1. Locations of flux sites marked according to reported IGBP land cover. The bracketed numbers indicate the number of sites reporting
each corresponding land cover.

cember 2018 at 1.5 and 56 m above the ground (below and
above the canopy) are employed in this study. Although tem-
perature and humidity variables are available, air pressures
at both layers are adopted as constant values because this site
does not measure pressure at each vertical level – this has
minimal impact on the results.

2.2 ERA5 reanalysis

Information on PBL height (ZPBL) is needed in the mixing
diagram approach described in Sect. 3.3, in order to estimate
the temperature and humidity budgets in the ML. However,
flux tower sites do not typically measure PBL height. This
study alternatively adopts ZPBL from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanaly-
sis version 5 (ERA5; Hersbach et al., 2020) on the model’s
native grid, corresponding to a horizontal spatial resolution
of ∼ 25 km and an hourly temporal resolution. ZPBL from
the ERA5 grid cell containing each flux site location is asso-
ciated with that location. Although there are some issues in
downscaling the gridded data to the observed sites due to un-
resolved spatial heterogeneity in the atmospheric boundary
layer, Vilà-Guerau De Arellano et al. (2020) found a satisfac-
tory agreement between ERA5 and three independent obser-
vations, which demonstrates that the boundary layer shows
similar temporal evolution on the larger regional scale. Ad-
ditionally, the intercomparison of daytimeZPBL from four re-
analysis datasets against globally distributed high-resolution
radiosonde measurements suggests that the most accurate re-
analysis product is ERA5 (Guo et al., 2021).

3 Methodology

3.1 Data preprocessing

Coupling metrics are calculated separately for each month to
remove the seasonal cycle, and then monthly statistics are
averaged for each hemisphere’s warm season (NH: May–
September, SH: November–March) to focus on the most ac-
tive season for L–A coupling. However, it should be noted
that the temporal data coverage for each flux site varies
greatly; some stations have more than 2 decades of data, oth-
ers only a few years. Moreover, to avoid the confounding ef-
fects of precipitation on correlation-based metrics, substan-
tial rainfall days are identified when daily soil moisture ten-
dencies are positive and larger than 2 standard deviations;
those days are removed from the calculations. Only when all
24-hourly values are available for a given day are they in-
cluded in the analysis.

3.2 Terrestrial coupling index

To quantify L–A interactions, this study uses the terrestrial
coupling index, proposed by Dirmeyer (2011), to character-
ize the sensitivity of the target variable (i.e., land surface
fluxes) to the representative variability of the source variable
(i.e., soil moisture). It is formulated as

TCIh(SVh,TVh)= R(SVh,TVh)×SD(TVh), (2)

where SV and TV are the source and target variables, re-
spectively, and the subscript h refers to the local hour of the
day. The terms R and SD are the temporal correlation coeffi-
cient and the temporal standard deviation of the correspond-
ing time series, respectively. TCI is calculated using day-to-
day time series grouped by local hour h, so that 24 sepa-
rate coupling indices are calculated at each flux site for each
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month. This approach avoids the aforementioned problem of
spurious diurnal soil moisture biases due to the dielectric sen-
sor errors; the daytime bias is ameliorated by only combining
data from the same time each day, and correlations are insen-
sitive to the absolute magnitudes of data, thus minimizing the
contribution of diurnal sensor errors.

Depending on the source and target variables, we can de-
fine different land and atmospheric coupling indices. For the
land leg, SWC1 is commonly the source variable, and either
H or LE is the target variable. These two land couplings are
referred to as L(SWC1,H ) and L(SWC1, LE). For the atmo-
spheric leg, LCL is chosen as the target variable and H and
LE are the source variables; the two atmospheric couplings
are A(H , LCL) and A(LE, LCL). Additionally, Dirmeyer et
al. (2014; see also Lorenz et al., 2015) extended the terrestrial
coupling index and proposed the integrative L–A feedback
metrics by combining the land and atmospheric legs. This
quantifies the two-legged coupling process initiated from soil
moisture variability, carried through to the response of the at-
mosphere. It is formulated as

TCIh(SVh, IVh,TVh)= R(SVh, IVh)×R(IVh,TVh)

×SD(TVh), (3)

where IV is the intermediate variable, here the surface fluxes.
The two-legged coupling process is mediated by LE or
H , and source and target variables are always SWC1 and
LCL, respectively. They are referred to as the total couplings
T (SWC1, H , LCL) and T (SWC1, LE, LCL), the first indi-
cating a pathway via the energy cycle and the second through
the water cycle.

As the sensitivity of the land, atmospheric, and two-
legged couplings is not symmetric depending on the pathway
through different land surface fluxes, this study investigates
their asymmetric behavior in different coupling segments on
the subdaily timescale.

3.3 Mixing diagrams

A mixing diagram is a diagnostic thermodynamic relation-
ship among components of the local L–A coupling process
used to understand the integrative moist and thermal energy
budget evolution in the ML. It was first introduced by Stom-
mel (1947), who addressed the coevolution of 2 m potential
temperature (θ ) and humidity (q) to the energy and water
budgets during daytime PBL growth as a trajectory in a two-
dimensional phase space of heat and water. Mixing diagrams
break down the evolution of θ and q into land and atmo-
spheric components in which the flux contributions of sur-
face heat (sensible) and moisture (latent) result in a land vec-
tor in the phase space, whose slope corresponds to the Bowen
ratio. The remaining components of their trajectories result
from various atmospheric processes (relevant to PBL en-
trainment, advection, condensation, evaporation, and radia-
tive transfer) (Betts, 1992). Modeling studies have shown the

sensitivity of the coevolution of θ and q to land, and bound-
ary layer physics schemes can be evaluated directly against
observations (Santanello et al., 2009, 2011).

As near-surface or ML temperature and humidity, surface
fluxes, and PBL height information are required to construct
a mixing diagram, this integrative metric can also be ap-
plied with other data sources such as in situ flux observations
and ground-based active remote-sensing products. Therefore,
this study employs flux site observations to depict the ob-
served coevolution of θ and q within the PBL on subdi-
urnal timescales. Flux sites provide surface air temperature
(which is converted to θ ) and q and atmospheric pressure
and, when q is not available, vapor pressure deficit (VPD;
which is used along with pressure and temperature to cal-
culate vapor pressure and then q). θ and q are converted
to energy variables, via multiplication by the specific heat
capacity of air (Cp = 1005 J kg−1 K) and the latent heat of
vaporization (Lv = 2.5× 106 J kg−1) respectively. A mixing
diagram is constructed with hourly vectors (V (t), where t is
the local hour), which consist of changes in thermal (specific
dry enthalpy) and moisture (water vapor latent heat content)
terms on the y and x axes respectively: [θ(t + 1)− θ(t)]Cp
and

[
q(t + 1)− q(t)

]
Lv. These terms are broken down into

the hourly land and atmospheric vector components in this
thermal–moisture phase space.

For the estimation of the land surface contributions to
PBL heat and humidity in the mixing diagram methodology,
the vertically averaged temperature and pressure are needed
within the PBL to estimate the mean PBL air density (ρ).
These are not available from near-surface measurements at
flux towers. The temperature at the PBL top (TPBL) is approx-
imated by applying a temperature lapse rate of 6.5 K km−1 at
the ZPBL, and the ML temperature (T ) is defined by the aver-
age of the surface air temperature (Tair) and the PBL temper-
ature. The vertical pressure gradient (dP/dZ =−ρg, where
P , Z, and g are air pressure, vertical depth, and gravitational
acceleration of 9.8 m s−2, respectively) and the ideal gas law
(P = ρRT , with a gas constant of 287.058 J kg−1 K) are used
to obtain the pressure at the PBL top. When the density term
in the vertical pressure gradient equation is replaced by the
ideal gas law, we obtain

dP
dZ
=−

Pg

RT
. (4)

Taking the integral of both sides, the pressure at the PBL
can be estimated as

PPBL = Psfce
−

g(ZPBL−h)
R(TPBL−Tair)

ln TPBL
Tair . (5)

The mean ML pressure (P ) is approximated by the av-
erage of atmospheric pressure (Psfc) and PPBL. Then, the
hourly ML air density (ρ = P/RT ) is recovered using the
ideal gas law. Based on these estimated variables, the hourly
land vector component (units: J kg−1 h−1) consists of surface
heat (Fsfc) and moisture (Msfc) terms attributed to sensible
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and latent flux contributions to the PBL. They are formulated
following Santanello et al. (2009):

Fsfc(t)=
H(t)

ρ(t)ZPBL(t)
1t (6)

Msfc(t)=
LE(t)

ρ(t)ZPBL(t)
1t. (7)

Each is calculated from hourly averaged sensible (H ) and
latent (LE) heat fluxes, where 1t is 1 h, i.e., 3600 s.

Next, the hourly atmospheric vector components are cal-
culated as residuals of the hourly total vectors minus the land
vectors, also consisting of surface heat (Fatm) and moisture
(Matm) terms. Both the thermal term and moisture term are
implicitly defined by entrainment at the top of the boundary
layer, horizontal advection, and phase changes of water in the
ML. The thermal term for the atmosphere also includes the
effects of radiative heating, cooling, and frictional warming.
Their formulations are followed as

Fatm (t)= Cp [θ (t + 1)− θ (t)]−Fsfc(t) (8)
Matm(t)= Lv

[
q (t + 1)− q (t)

]
−Msfc(t). (9)

Furthermore, the timely accumulated heat (
∑
F ) and

moisture (
∑
M) terms for the land and atmospheric com-

ponent, respectively, are defined to characterize the accumu-
lated diurnal budgets in the ML. They are formulated as

∑
Fcomp(t)=

t∑
h=0

Fcomp(h) (10)

∑
Mcomp(t)=

t∑
h=0

Mcomp(h), (11)

where comp is either sfc or atm, and h is the hour; accumu-
lations begin at 00:00 LST.

One thing that should be remembered is that the “2 m as-
sumption” for θ and q is embedded in this approach. The
original concept for the mixing diagram is that θ and q rep-
resent mean values within the ML. Using near-surface values
to represent mean ML values assumes a perfectly mixed ML,
introducing some error into the calculations. For instance,
surface air temperature is higher (lower) during daytime
(nighttime) than that in the ML. The large near-surface radia-
tive cooling at night is significant, even though this is quite
decoupled from the ML. Thus, the 2 m assumption leads to
amplified (reduced) budgets in the mixing diagram during
daytime (nighttime) for the atmospheric vectors, whereas the
land vectors are not affected by this assumption as they are
defined by the surface fluxes. Overall, the adaptation of the
flux site data is an alternative approach to understand the ob-
served climatology of the coevolution of moist and thermal
energy budgets in the ML because there are difficulties to
estimate the ZPBL and to observe the vertical θ and q pro-
files. However, this does not prevent exploration of the gen-

eral characteristics of the diurnal cycle, and the precise com-
parison of a model to observations is still possible if one also
uses the near-surface variables from the model.

3.4 Methodology to separate water- and energy-limited
regimes

This study attempts to understand the local sensitivity of
the L–A coupling processes in different climate regimes us-
ing the analysis approach described above, as the effects
of mesoscale meteorology are difficult to isolate. Water-
and energy-limited regimes, which indicate whether land
heat fluxes are sensitive to the variability of the soil mois-
ture, are categorized at the observed sites to investigate
the climate sensitivity of L–A interactions. The proxy to
separate the regimes is the temporal correlation between
daily mean time series of SWC1 and evaporative frac-
tion EF=LE / (H +LE), which bridges heat and moisture
fluxes. Large positive correlations indicate a strong depen-
dence of EF on variations in SWC1, signifying a water-
limited regime; negative correlations suggest an energy-
limited regime (Dirmeyer et al., 2000; Dong et al., 2022).
This study compares the sensitivity of L–A interactions to
those different regimes between the top and bottom 10 % of
the observation sites sorted by the value of this correlation.
When the correlation is higher than 0.36 and the correspond-
ing p value is less than 0.005 (also requiring a sufficient sam-
ple size at the flux site), the sorted observations are represen-
tative of the water-limited regime. When the correlation is
lower than 0.08 and the corresponding p value is lower than
0.14, the sorted observations are defined as representative of
the energy-limited regime.

4 Results

4.1 Asymmetric coupling behavior at subdaily
timescales

To illustrate the diurnal variability of L–A coupling pro-
cesses, we provide a comparison of the coupling metrics for
the daily mean, midday, and midnight periods for the differ-
ent land surface fluxes (i.e., LE and H ). Soil moisture has
a proportional relationship to LE based on the water bal-
ance, which results in positive values of the coupling metric
L(SWC1, LE) when energy is not limited. As increasing LE
leads to a decrease of H via the energy balance, L(SWC1,
H ) is typically negative. Most of the flux sites show these
physical tendencies (Fig. 2a), which are related to the fact
that many of the sites are located in summertime water-
limited regimes that correspond to hotspots of L–A coupling
(Dirmeyer, 2011). The land coupling term shows a statisti-
cally significant negative relationship between L(SWC1, H )
and L(SWC1, LE) for the daily mean, midday, and midnight
periods. However, the characteristics of L(SWC1, H ) and
L(SWC1, LE) are not simply symmetric to each other. For in-
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stance, although they have in common that midday coupling
variability is greater than that of the daily mean or midnight
due to large net radiation, L(SWC1, LE) shows little mean
difference across all periods and nested distributions across
sites, whereas mean L(SWC1, H ) shows larger differences
and clear shifts in distributions (Fig. 2a). This means that
the asymmetry of L(SWC1, H ) in the subdaily timescale is
larger than that of L(SWC1, LE), which is mainly attributed
to the diurnal reversal ofH (positive during the day and neg-
ative at night). This characteristic is explored in more detail
later.

Figure 2b shows the atmospheric couplings. The relation-
ship between A(H , LCL) and A(LE, LCL) is not significant
during midday, based on a high p value along with low cor-
relation, due to their opposite relationships on either side of
A(LE, LCL)= 0. This is clearly shown in their density func-
tions, in which A(LE, LCL) has peaks on both positive and
negative sides of zero even though A(H , LCL) has only one
peak on the positive side. The positiveA(LE, LCL) andA(H ,
LCL) situation occurs in energy-limited locations whereby
increased net radiation leads to increasing LE and H along
with rising temperature, which subsequently induces an LCL
increase. In contrast, the result in the negative A(LE, LCL)
case is explained by the water-limited processes such that de-
creasing LE leads to decreasing relative humidity and dew-
point temperature, which subsequently induces an LCL in-
crease. These physical atmospheric coupling processes are
not seen during the nighttime; the daytime processes dom-
inate the daily mean results. Moreover, if A(H , LCL) is
greater than A(LE, LCL), it means that the boundary layer
is more sensitive to H than LE, and vice versa when A(LE,
LCL)>A(H , LCL). Higher A(H , LCL) during the daytime
is due to the stronger correlation between H and LCL, and
higher A(LE, LCL) during the nighttime is attributed to the
negative values of H .

The observed two-legged couplings from soil moisture to
LCL, mediated by H and LE, are mostly on the left side of
y =−x line (Fig. 2c). Most couplings are negative, which
means LCL height is anticorrelated with soil moisture re-
gardless of the pathway of the coupling. To the left of the
y =−x line (octants IV through VII), points in octants VI
and VII indicate stronger two-legged coupling of soil mois-
ture on potential cloud base through H rather than through
LE. Locations presenting stronger coupling through H are
almost 2 times more common than through LE throughout
the entire day. This arises mainly from the larger correla-
tion in the terms of land and atmosphere coupling via H ;
the LCL is less sensitive to LE variability in dry land con-
ditions (not shown). Although there is a clear difference in
both two-legged couplings between midday and midnight,
the density distributions of the LE-mediated coupling for the
daily mean and the midday are similar. In contrast, those re-
lated toH are quite different: the midday result exhibits more
negative mean coupling and is more widely distributed. Both
are commonly negatively skewed across the entire subdaily

time span, and they are attributable mainly to the atmospheric
leg of coupling.

The land coupling tends to be stronger when the climate is
relatively warm and dry, and the effect is more pronounced
during midday than midnight (Fig. 3a and d). Although there
is a clear difference between A(LE, LCL) and A(H , LCL)
for midday and midnight, the climate sensitivity of both at-
mospheric couplings according to the range of soil moisture
is very different for moisture versus energy coupling path-
ways (Fig. 3b). For instance, the response of A(LE, LCL) to
changing soil moisture shows negative values as the soil dries
due to water limitations and positive values that increase as
the soil gets wetter due to energy limitations (cf., Fig. 2b).
However, A(H , LCL) is much less sensitive.

In contrast, the sensitivity of A(H , LCL) to temperature
is comparable to A(LE, LCL), and the moisture pathway re-
sults from the soil moisture state (warm temperatures usually
correspond to dry soil). The midday A(H , LCL) coupling
strength decreases as temperatures warm, but the coupling is
dramatically increased in the warmest category, in which the
A(LE, LCL) becomes negative (Fig. 3e). The H -driven cou-
pling sensitivity is attributed to the temperature sensitivity
within the correlation R(H , LCL). The incoming radiation
in warm climates is mostly transferred toH , limiting any hu-
midity increase, which results in strong sensitivity between
H and LCL. The daily mean reflects the midday result as
there is little contribution from overnight processes.

Meanwhile, the sensitivity of the two-legged couplings to
soil moisture and temperature also differs, and their char-
acteristics are most pronounced in the daytime. The sensi-
tivity of T (SWC1, LE, LCL) to soil moisture during mid-
day (Fig. 3c) is high in relatively dry climates despite less
change in T (SWC1, H , LCL), which is mostly attributed to
the effects of the atmospheric leg. Conversely, in relatively
wet climates, T (SWC1, H , LCL) is highly sensitive to soil
moisture despite muted changes in T (SWC1, LE, LCL) as
L(SWC1, H ) represents a larger contribution to the sensi-
tivity to soil moisture than does L(SWC1, LE). The midday
results have a similar sensitivity to the daily mean despite
the lack of sensitivity at night. The results categorized by
temperature show strong coupling in T (SWC1,H , LCL) and
T (SWC1, LE, LCL) only for the warmest days during both
midday and midnight because of the temperature sensitivity
in the atmospheric coupling (Fig. 3f). There are also categor-
ical differences in coupling sensitivities across different land
covers (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). For instance, wetlands
generally agree with the results for wet and cold climates,
and coupling for savanna sites is consistent with the results
shown in Fig. 3 for dry and warm climates.

4.2 Diurnal mixing diagrams

In this subsection, we explore the full 24 h cycle of mixing di-
agrams for a comprehensive understanding of the water and
energy budget evolution in the boundary layer relevant to the
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of (a) land coupling, (b) atmospheric coupling, and (c) two-legged coupling for daily (grey), midday averaged (11:00–
13:00 LST; red), and midnight averaged (23:00–01:00 LST; blue) values at 230 flux sites. Squares, upward triangles, and downward triangles
indicate the mean across 230 sites for daily, midday, and midnight periods, respectively. Correlations and corresponding p values (bracketed)
are denoted in the upper-left corners. On each scatter diagram, percentages of stations in each quadrant (each octant for panel c) are indicated
for daily, midday, and midnight data with corresponding colors. For the atmospheric coupling, percentages are also indicated on either side of
the diagonal (y = x) line. The distribution of the kernel density estimations corresponding to x and y axis is shown as marginal distributions
along the upper and right sides of each scatter plot. Each is normalized to have the same maximum value; the mean, standard deviation, and
skewness for each distribution are also shown.

Figure 3. Scatter plots between moisture (x axes) and energy (y axes) pathway couplings for (a, d) land, (b, e) atmospheric, and (c, f) two-
legged coupling for daily mean (black), midday mean (11:00–13:00 LST; red) and midnight mean (23:00–01:00 LST; blue), composited by
surface soil moisture (a–c) and surface air temperature (d–f) ranges indicated by symbols in the legends. Ranges are chosen so that each
category has a similar sample size. Values in adjacent ranges are connected by dashed lines.

L–A interactions. First, the diurnal L–A coupling terms are
averaged across 230 observation sites to illustrate climato-
logical behavior (Fig. 4). Figure 4a–c are constructed in the
same manner as mixing diagrams, with moisture variability
along the x axis and heat variability on the y axis, but instead

plot the daily evolution of the two-legged, terrestrial, and at-
mospheric couplings, respectively. During the daytime, both
two-legged couplings are negative, with T (SWC1, H , LCL)
being almost 3 times as strong as T (SWC1, LE, LCL) around
midday, showing the importance of sensible heating for ML
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growth (Fig. 4a). It is consistent with the result that 3 times
more locations exhibit stronger two-legged coupling of soil
moisture to LCL through H than through LE (cf., Fig. 2c).
The sign of the two-legged coupling is determined by the
multiplication of the correlation terms, representing land and
atmospheric couplings. R(SWC1, H ) and R(H , LCL) are
mostly distributed on negative and positive sides during the
daytime, respectively, leading to consistently large magni-
tudes. Conversely,R(SWC1, LE) andR(LE, LCL) span three
of the four quadrants and so do not result a consistent sign,
reducing the mean magnitude of the moist pathway (Fig. S2).
Both two-legged metrics contain the same standard devia-
tion term, so it is the correlations that lead to larger negative
mean values of R(SWC1, H )×R(H , LCL) than the corre-
sponding pathway via LE. There is an asymmetry in the path
of moisture and temperature across the diurnal cycle, in that
the extremes in the thermal process chain lead the moist pro-
cess chain by 2–3 h. As a result, the evening path through the
water-energy phase space does not retrace the morning path.
The thermal coupling collapses toward zero quickly in the
late afternoon, while the moist coupling declines gradually
throughout the evening.

In the land leg, L(SWC1, H ) and L(SWC1, LE) attain
large negative and positive values respectively during the
daytime, with the stronger L(SWC1, H ) about double the
magnitude of L(SWC1, LE) (Fig. 4b). The diurnal growth
and decay of the coupling strengths also exhibit some asym-
metry with the phase of L(SWC1, H ) leading L(SWC1, LE)
by about an hour, in contrast to the surface fluxes themselves
wherein the thermal fluxes lead the moisture fluxes. This re-
sults from the asymmetry of R(SWC1, LE) between devel-
oping (morning) and decaying (afternoon) phases, whereas
R(SWC1, H ) is relatively symmetric (not shown). H and
LE peak in the early and late afternoon, respectively, each
strongly controlled by gradients between the land surface
and lower atmosphere. As the air warms in the afternoon and
incoming solar radiation starts to decline, the thermal gra-
dient weakens reducing H . At the same time, the warm air
increases the potential evaporation by maintaining a large va-
por pressure deficit, facilitating strong rates of LE. Couplings
peak about noon and are near zero throughout the nighttime
hours.

For the atmospheric couplings (Fig. 4c), there is a more
complex evolution. A(H , LCL) is positive during the day
and negative at night, while A(LE, LCL) is positive across
the entire day. Each reaches a maximum during the early af-
ternoon, and the coupling strength of A(H , LCL) is double
that of A(LE, LCL), due to higher correlation R(H , LCL).
The diurnal coevolution reveals asymmetry with abrupt de-
caying of A(H , LCL) from 15:00–19:00. A(LE, LCL) peaks
in strength about 16:00, dropping quickly to a minimum at
20:00 before beginning a gradual 20 h rise. The diurnal atmo-
spheric coupling asymmetry is determined by the evolution
of R(H , LCL) and R(LE, LCL), which reveals the phase of
A(H , LCL) leading A(LE, LCL) by 2–3 h, and emphasized

by the large daytime LCL variability. It is characterized by
the diurnal maximum of LCL variance at 15:00–16:00 and its
abrupt decaying from that maximum. The result is a figure-
eight path in Fig. 4c.

The observationally based diurnal mixing diagram
(Fig. 4d) shows the climatological coevolution of moisture
and thermal energy budgets within the ML. The paths of the
ML specific dry enthalpy and water vapor latent heat con-
tent trace a banana-shaped pattern, with a strong diurnal cy-
cle of heat content but a clear semi-diurnal cycle for mois-
ture, driven by the interplay of changing surface evaporation
and depth of the ML. Note that the daily means are not en-
veloped within the hourly path on the mixing diagram. The
daily mean ML potential temperature and humidity are not
experienced at the same time at any hour of the day, exposing
the problem of using daily mean data to assess L–A coupling.
Furthermore, the ML budget exchange processes experience
strong asymmetry. There is commonly an increase in both
moist and thermal energy per unit mass from 04:00 to 08:00,
after which moist energy decreases until 15:00, while ther-
mal energy continues to increase. This is followed by a de-
crease in thermal energy while the moisture energy increases
until 19:00 and then decreases until the next morning.

To identify the distinct roles of land and atmosphere in the
diurnal mixing diagram evolution, we examine the hourly
component vectors from surface fluxes (Fig. 4e) and atmo-
spheric processes (Fig. 4f). On average across every hour of
the day, moisture is supplied by surface evaporation (Fig. 4e).
Daytime evaporation and transpiration are strong but appear
to continue during nighttime in the hourly mean data. Mean-
while, there is thermal energy loss during the nighttime and
gain during the daytime. The net changes during the entire
day attributed to land surface processes can be defined by
the vector from the origin to point 23. The length of each
hourly vector indicates the rate of change of heat content
contributed by surface fluxes, portrayed in Fig. 4g in terms
of energy per unit mass of air per hour. The rates are high-
est in the morning and gradually decrease in the afternoon
because ZPBL reaches a peak around 14:00, maximizing the
volume of the reservoir accepting the surface fluxes. Because
of the strong relationship between the mean and variance of
land heat fluxes, the corresponding land couplings also have
a strong correlation with the mean values. However, the land
vectors are somewhat different from the land couplings since
the vectors are also affected by the diurnal variability ofZPBL
(Eqs. 6 and 7). The time series of diurnal land tendencies
in Fig. 4g outline an ellipse, Msfc remaining positive at all
hours. Moisture and thermal tendencies abruptly increase at
sunrise, reaching a maximum in early to mid-morning, with
Msfc peaking about 2 h before Fsfc and then both tendencies
gradually decreasing until midnight.

On the other hand, the accumulated atmospheric compo-
nents (Fig. 4f) show a gradual daylong decrease in moist
energy, while there is gradual thermal energy increase from
sunrise to midday, then a decrease until midnight. The only
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of hourly (a) two-legged, (b) land, and (c) atmospheric couplings composed of LE-relevant (x axis) and H -relevant
(y axis) terms in which the numbers indicate local hour. Shaded colors depend on the sign of LE- and H -related couplings such as green
(LE[−], H [−]), blue (LE[+], H [−]), red (LE[−], H [+]), and purple (LE[+], H [+]), and color saturation denotes the coupling strength.
(d) The hourly mixing diagram plots moist (x axis) and heat (y axis) energy content per unit mass within the mixed layer. The circles are
shaded by the color determined by two-legged couplings in (a), corresponding to the local hour. The black circle is the mean of the 24-hourly
values. (e) The land and (f) atmospheric components of the diurnal mixing diagram, which represents the accumulated budgets relative
to their corresponding vectors across the entire day, are shaded by land and atmospheric couplings, respectively. (g) The hourly land and
(h) atmospheric vector representing their tendencies of the moist and heat energy budgets; the circles are shaded by corresponding couplings.
In (g) and (h), the number represents the start of the hour over which tendencies are calculated.

moistening through the day is very small, occurring be-
tween 05:00–07:00 and around 17:00 (Fig. 4h). The positive
temperature and negative moisture tendencies from 07:00
to noon are mostly related to entrainment of drier air with
higher potential temperature at the top of the growing bound-
ary layer. The negative tendency of thermal energy from the
afternoon onward is likely dominated by radiative cooling
(Betts et al., 1996), although advection, entrainment, and

phase changes due to condensation, precipitation, and re-
evaporation may also contribute. Drying in the afternoon is
likely due to net moisture diffusion into the free atmosphere
from the ML and removal of water vapor from the air by
condensation in clouds. These effects combine to produce an
omega-shaped path in the diurnal atmospheric components
(Fig. 4f). Although the daily mean is not enveloped within
the hourly evolution on the mixing diagram (Fig. 4d), the
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daily mean values of both land and atmospheric vector com-
ponents are enveloped by their diurnal paths (Fig. 4g and h),
emphasizing that the ML budget exchange processes at sub-
daily timescales are a complex interaction of surface and at-
mospheric processes.

4.3 Climate regime dependence

Additionally, we examine the sensitivity of the diurnal bud-
get coevolution and the L–A interactions separately for
water- and energy-limited regimes. Based on the aforemen-
tioned approach to separate these regimes (Sect. 3.4), we
have composited the upper and lower 10 % of the sites. The
average soil moisture and temperature of the water-limited
observation sites are 0.13 m3 m−3 and 23.6 ◦C, respectively;
for energy-limited sites they are 0.29 m3 m−3 and 19 ◦C, re-
spectively.

The three segments of diurnal L–A couplings over the
water-limited regions show different subdaily pathways and
stronger couplings than for the energy-limited sites (Fig. 5).
Although the coupling strengths for both sets are maximum
during the daytime, the diurnal coevolution of two-legged
couplings (Fig. 5a) in the water-limited sites resembles the
climatological series more closely (cf., Fig. 4a), but stronger,
while the energy-limited sites have very weak couplings. For
the land couplings, the diurnal behavior for the water-limited
sites shows characteristically negativeL(SWC1,H ) and pos-
itive L(SWC1, LE) with comparable coupling strengths be-
tween them (Fig. 5b). Over energy-limited sites, SWC1 and
LE are anticorrelated as evaporation controls soil moisture.
Dry soils still correspond to deeper boundary layers, but
the magnitudes of the coupling metrics are a fraction of
their moisture-limited counterparts. The closer to the water-
limited regime, the higher the magnitude of the correlation
between SWC1 and both surface fluxes. Neither of these ex-
treme composites shows much diurnal asymmetry.

For the climate sensitivity of atmospheric couplings
(Fig. 5c), there is a strong divergence of behaviors. A(H ,
LCL) over the water-limited regime is stronger than over
the energy-limited regime, which results from the larger LCL
variability along with the marginal sensitivity of R(H , LCL)
to the climate regime. Both show a diurnal evolution ofA(H ,
LCL) that is negative at night and grows strongly positive
through the morning, peaking a couple of hours after lo-
cal noon. However, A(LE, LCL) is highly divergent between
the water- and energy-limited regimes. While comparable in
magnitude, water-limited regimes show anticorrelation be-
tween surface evaporation and LCL height throughout the
day, peaking twice (around noon, then more strongly at sun-
set), while the energy-limited regime registers positive cor-
relations all day and a single mid-afternoon peak. The water-
limited result forA(LE, LCL) is attributed to the proportional
relationship of LE as a source of water vapor to relative hu-
midity and dew-point temperature, leading to an anticorrela-
tion with LCL height (cf., Fig. 2b). The results for energy-

limited sites are not attributable to direct surface forcing of
LCL or ML characteristics but rather the dominance of atmo-
spheric dynamics and circulation in determining both near-
surface meteorology and surface flux rates. Warm periods
correspond to more net radiation and stronger evaporation
at the same time the LCL is higher, while cool moist periods
limit both LCL height and latent heat flux.

The observed diurnal mixing diagrams also exhibit
banana-shaped paths, but the water- and energy-limited re-
gions reveal different long tails (Fig. 5d). Both show a morn-
ing peak in ML humidity, but the driest time for the ML is
during early afternoon in moisture-limited regimes and be-
fore sunrise in moisture-limited regimes. Both regimes span
mostly the same range of water vapor latent heat content, but
they have little overlap in terms of dry enthalpy. Also, the
daily means are not enveloped within the hourly path for ei-
ther regime but lie closer to their respective paths compared
to Fig. 4d. Dry regimes also exhibit much greater asymmetry.
The differences are mostly induced by differing moist bud-
get evolution in land and atmospheric components. For in-
stance, the daytime long tail is related to the small moisture
increase due to the relatively smaller mean LE accompanying
soil dryness, so that atmospheric entrainment induces strong
drying in the ML. The early morning long tail in energy-
limited regimes appears dominant due to the large moisture
budget decrease via atmospheric effects during the afternoon
(Fig. 5h), while there is a large moisture increase by the land
surface along with a reduced moisture decrease by the atmo-
sphere from 04:00 to 08:00 (Fig. 5g, h).

To identify the distinct climate sensitivity of land and at-
mosphere in the mixing diagrams, we examine the hourly
component vectors (Fig. 5e and f). Despite the comparable
incoming net radiation at the land surface, the partitioning of
the net radiation to LE and H (i.e., the Bowen ratio) differs
between the climate regimes, which results in a respective
net gain and loss in the heat and moisture budgets across the
entire day. In the water-limited regime, the arid surface con-
ditions lead to less LE, with the extra energy going toward
H , which drives the large increases in thermal energy during
the daytime even though there is a larger loss of thermal en-
ergy during the nighttime (larger negative H ; Fig. 5e and g).
For energy-limited regimes, moisture fluxes are larger, and
thermal fluxes are smaller.

The atmospheric components for the diurnal mixing dia-
gram (Fig. 5f and h) also show a distinct climate sensitiv-
ity in the ML moisture dimension, even though the climate
regimes are separated by the characteristics of land coupling
processes described above. In the energy-limited regime, the
positive moisture tendency due to evaporation around sunrise
starts earlier than for the moisture-limited regime since the
sun rises earlier on average at the energy-limited flux sites
as they tend to be at higher latitudes (Fig. 5h). Moreover,
there is a larger negative moisture tendency from afternoon
to the next early morning, which characterizes the larger
atmospheric moisture loss over the energy-limited regime
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for the sensitivity of water-limited (circles outlined in red) and energy-limited (squares outlined in blue) regimes
sampled by upper and lower 10 % sites (N = 23) as described in Sect. 3.3.

(Fig. 5f). Interestingly, the moisture-limited regimes show
two periods of atmospheric-driven ML moistening during the
day: from 05:00–07:00 but also from 16:00–21:00. We can
only speculate on the causes in the composites, but inves-
tigation of individual flux tower sites in semi-arid regions
near evaporative moisture sources (e.g., irrigated farmland)
shows evidence of moist advection during the afternoon (not
shown).

4.4 Canopy effects

Canopy dynamics are important in forest areas. For instance,
the upper canopy is covered by most of the leaf area that ab-
sorbs most of the solar radiation, which explains the great
majority of carbon and water cycling over the forest. Thus,

the observations of canopy microclimate can advance a bio-
logical understanding of canopy processes and their interac-
tions to atmosphere in terms of sub-canopy dynamics (Still,
2019; Senécal et al., 2018). The variation of diurnal mixing
diagrams as a function of the position in the canopy of the
instrumentation is investigated here for a single site in a mid-
latitude forest region.

The diurnal mixing diagrams from below and above the
canopy both exhibit banana-shaped paths (Fig. 6). However,
unlike the climatological result averaged across globally dis-
tributed sites, at this location a clockwise diurnal trace is
found due to a large diurnal cycle of latent heat flux that
peaks more strongly in the evening than the morning. The
timing of the diurnal extremes of both temperature and mois-
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Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 4d but for the 1.5 m (squares) and 56 m
(circles) height sensors at the Discovery Tree site, to examine the
sensitivity of canopy microclimate physics on mixing diagrams that
may affect the interpretation of forest flux tower sites. Grey dashed
lines indicates the atmospheric relative humidity corresponding to
the moisture (x axis) and heat (y axis) content. The shading indi-
cates the climatological relative humidity corresponding to different
hours.

ture is the same at both levels except for the humidity max-
ima, which are each 2 h later above the canopy than near
the surface, presumably driven by the extra evaporation of
canopy interception (dew) in the morning and transpiration
into a stable boundary layer around sunset. Otherwise, the
region above the canopy is both warmer and moister through-
out the daylight hours. Entrainment affects the air above the
canopy before the sheltered air near the surface, so that the
peak moisture content of the air above the canopy occurs
around 08:00 but at 10:00 near the surface. Moreover, the
daytime exhibits a large thermal energy discrepancy between
the sunlit canopy and shaded ground along with comparable
moisture content, which accounts for a higher relative hu-
midity below the canopy.

On the other hand, the nighttime shows a strong moisture
content difference along with relatively smaller thermal en-
ergy contrast than the daytime. The cooling and large mois-
ture decrease from sunset to the next morning is attributed
to the atmospheric effects (cf., Fig. 4f) as radiative cooling
leads to saturation and dew formation. The air above the
canopy at night remains warmer than the air near the ground
at this location, perhaps due to the sizable heat capacity of the
biomass of this old-growth forest and its ability to retain day-
time heat in the upper canopy (Swenson et al., 2019). Nev-
ertheless, the overall progressions of the diurnal cycle above
and below the canopy share the same main features in the
mixing diagram, despite their relative displacements. These

results are for a single site – locations with the necessary data
to calculate mixing diagrams at multiple vertical levels in a
canopy appear to be quite scarce.

5 Summary

Most previous studies exploring L–A interactions have been
restricted to daily- or lower-frequency time domains because
of the limited availability of data resolving the diurnal cy-
cle and inherent sensor issues that make it difficult to mea-
sure subdaily variability. Although coupling characteristics
between the daytime and nighttime are obviously different
due to the large disparity in available energy, namely in-
coming solar radiation, this research area has been underex-
plored. Now, there are an increasing number of long-term
flux tower datasets available measuring land surface and
near-surface atmospheric variables at hourly or finer time res-
olution across the globe. The baseline for such observational
datasets is FLUXNET2015; AmeriFlux and the European
Eddy Fluxes Database are additionally used to extend data
availability spatially or temporally for this study. Here, we
have described the climatology of the observed L–A interac-
tions at subdaily timescales during the local summer season
across 230 sites (Fig. 1).

To measure the response of the target variables to the rep-
resentative variability of the source variables in the L–A
coupling paradigm (Santanello et al., 2018) in a chain from
land states to surface fluxes and atmospheric characteristics,
this study adopts multivariate metrics that define land, at-
mospheric, and combined couplings through both the water
and energy cycles. To understand the heat and moisture bud-
get exchanges within the ML, the mixing diagram approach
has been adapted to extend the relationship between the co-
evolution of the budgets and L–A couplings across the en-
tire day. We have quantified the mean conditions across sites
and distributions, with a particular focus on the most water-
limited and energy-limited locations with regard to surface
fluxes. We find the diurnal cycles of both mixing diagrams
and hourly L–A couplings usually exhibit asymmetry be-
tween the water and energy cycles. Using hourly observa-
tions, information from the coupling metrics and mixing dia-
grams has been synthesized to reveal the evolution of L–A
interactions across the diurnal cycle in great depth and to
differentiate unique behaviors in energy-limited and water-
limited regimes.

Segmented coupling metrics for the land leg (L), the atmo-
spheric leg (A), and joint two-legged (T ) metrics are com-
pared among entire daily mean, daytime, and nighttime pe-
riods for moisture (LE) and thermal (H ) pathways. The land
leg couplings (Fig. 2a) show significant negative relation-
ships between L(SWC1, LE) and L(SWC1, H ) across sites
for the daily, midday, and midnight averages. This result is
explained by the proportional relationship between soil mois-
ture and LE based on the water balance equation and the
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negative relationship between soil moisture andH . The diur-
nal land coupling evolution exhibits an asymmetry with the
phase of L(SWC1, H ) leading L(SWC1, LE) by an hour or
2. L(SWC1, H ) mostly attains negative values regardless of
the hour of day and background climate, whereas L(SWC1,
LE) is negative and positive in the energy-limited and water-
limited regimes, respectively. The land couplings tend to be
stronger where the climate is warmer and drier (water-limited
regimes), also evident in Figs. 3a, d and 5b, and the effect is
most pronounced during the daytime.

Regarding atmospheric couplings, the diurnal phase shift
in A(H , LCL), which shows daytime positive and night-
time negative correlations, is consistent regardless of the cli-
mate regimes (Fig. 5c). The coherent nighttime negative cor-
relation is attributed to the physical process chain such as
large negative H , indicating a large temperature gradient be-
tween colder ground and warmer air (Fig. S3b). A(H , LCL)
is rather insensitive to soil moisture variations, and day-
time A(H , LCL) tends to weaken as mean temperature in-
creases up to the warmest category (T > 26 ◦C) where cou-
pling strength abruptly increases (Fig. 3e). In contrast,A(LE,
LCL) reveals a clear sensitivity to climate regime because
as LE decreases, LCL necessarily increases in water-limited
locations, but where energy is limited, meteorological varia-
tions drive both LCL height and evaporation rates (Fig. 5c).
The diurnal atmospheric coupling evolution represents posi-
tive and negative peaks around early afternoon and midnight,
respectively, and exhibits asymmetry with the phase of A(H ,
LCL) leading A(LE, LCL) by about 2 h. Moreover, the at-
mospheric couplings (especially the correlation component)
commonly weaken nonlinearly, whereas the functional rela-
tionship of H is stronger than that of LE (Fig. S3).

The corresponding integrated two-legged couplings,
T (SWC1, LE, LCL) and T (SWC1, H , LCL), are mostly
negative (Fig. 2c), meaning dry soils correspond to a higher
cloud base. The stronger daytime values of T (SWC1, H ,
LCL) suggest variations in H exert more control on LCL
than variations in LE. The daytime values of T (SWC1, LE,
LCL) and T (SWC1, H , LCL) are highly sensitive to soil
moisture variations toward the dry and wet ends of the soil
moisture distribution, respectively (Fig. 3c), marking very
different behaviors between dry and wet regimes, but there
is little sensitivity to the temperature except, again, at the
warm extreme (Fig. 3f). The stronger two-legged couplings
in a warm and dry climate (water-limited regime) result
from the combination of larger negative correlation (R(SV,
IV)×R(IV, TV)) and higher variability of the LCL.

In many previous studies, only a daytime budget analysis
using mixing diagrams has been conducted, but this study
covers the entire diurnal cycle. The results of the full diur-
nal mixing diagrams (Figs. 4 and 5) show that the path of
ML specific dry enthalpy and water vapor latent heat content
across all 24 h traces a banana-shaped path, and the different
phases of heat (a single peak in early afternoon) and mois-
ture (a double peak) mean the daily average state of the ML

is not actually experienced at any hour of the day (Fig. 4d).
The diurnal mixing diagram breaks down the hourly vector
of θ and q into land and atmospheric components.

The land vector components show added moisture from
evaporation across the entire day but a thermal energy gain
(loss) during the daytime (nighttime) depending on the sign
of H (Fig. 4e). Thus, the net contribution of LE to the total
daily energy budget in the ML is larger than from H . The in-
dividual diurnal evolutions of surface fluxes and PBL depth
result in a maximum of positive humidity and temperature
tendencies during the morning (Fig. 4g). The peak hourly
coupling strength occurs after the maximum heat and mois-
ture tendencies occur.

The diurnal atmospheric components are calculated as
residuals of the mixing diagram minus land surface flux con-
tributions and represent a synthesis of many effects (e.g.,
PBL entrainment, horizontal advection, and radiative cool-
ing), which produces an omega-shaped path in hourly atmo-
spheric vectors of ML humidity and temperature (Fig. 4f).
The effect of atmospheric entrainment is greatest during the
period of ML growth in the morning, when the entrained
dry and high potential temperature air at the top of the PBL
causes positive temperature and negative moisture tenden-
cies in the ML. Entrainment weakens but continues after the
ML reaches maximum depth until dissipation of the daytime
boundary layer around sunset. The atmospheric entrainment
characterizes the maximum of both tendencies around noon
and the stronger negative moisture tendency (Barr and Betts,
1997). However, the impact of the entrainment is mainly
from 07:00 to noon. Meanwhile, there is radiative cooling
of the ML at all hours that there are no clouds above the
ML trapping longwave radiation. Radiative cooling likely
dominates afternoon when mean tendencies become negative
(Fig. 4h). When the net ML dry enthalpy supplied by entrain-
ment is near its diurnal maximum, the atmospheric couplings
tend to be strongest.

The water- and energy-limited processes represent a large
discrepancy in the ML specific dry enthalpy despite a small
difference of water vapor latent heat content (Fig. 5d). The
24 h mixing diagram for water-limited processes exhibits
much greater asymmetry in the water-energy phase space
across the entire day. The climate regimes also exhibit op-
posing long tails of minimum water vapor content: whether
a location experiences the driest ML just before sunrise or in
the afternoon depends on the balance of competing drivers
– land surface evaporation adding moisture and entrainment
mixing dry air into the ML. In water-limited regimes, en-
trainment dominates and minimum Lvq occurs when dry en-
thalpy peaks. In energy-limited regimes, minimum Lvq oc-
curs when the air is coolest, consistent with the Clausius–
Clapeyron relationship in which the temperature decrease re-
duces the water-holding capacity of the air. Regarding the
climate sensitivity in the land component vectors, the parti-
tioning of the net radiation into LE and H shows correspon-
dence to the climate regimes (Fig. 5e). In a water-limited
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regime, larger H and smaller LE during the daytime lead
to a larger maximum, net, and range of thermal energy than
in the energy-limited regime but greater moistening across
the day in the energy-limited regime. The difference in net
moisture and thermal energy gain depends on the climate
regime: the larger being around 60 % greater than the smaller
in each regime. Interestingly, despite having smaller net sur-
face radiation during the day, energy-limited regimes ap-
pear to have a greater 24 h net surface energy contribution
from the land surface

∑
(Msfc+Fsfc) than moisture-limited

regimes due to their higher total evaporation, shallower ML,
and less overnight sensible heat transfer from atmosphere to
land; the difference in energy per unit mass is around 35 %–
40 % (comparing markers labeled “23” in Fig. 5e). Despite
the PBL in water-limited regimes being about twice as deep
as for energy-limited regimes, with accompanying stronger
entrainment, the impact of the atmospheric entrainment over
both climate regimes is similar, resulting in a positive temper-
ature and a negative moisture tendency from 07:00 to noon.

6 Conclusions

Overall, this study suggests there is more to be learned about
L–A interactions by the comprehensive study of subdaily
timescales. The asymmetric diurnal evolution of the land, at-
mosphere, and combined coupling metrics as well as within
the 24 h path of ML water and energy content portrayed
in the mixing diagrams begs further study. With additional
data, particularly profile measurements within and above the
atmospheric boundary layer, it would be possible to begin
to decompose the atmospheric evolution into its component
terms, separating advection from entrainment and other di-
abatic processes. We can imagine a role for single-column
models as useful diagnostic tools to aid further study. The
metrics introduced in this study could also be applied to un-
derstand and evaluate the diurnal cycle of L–A interactions
in models. Essentially, this study makes the case for the need
to attend to subdaily processes for a better understanding of
L–A coupling, even while much research is still focused on
evaluations based on daily data. This study is also of potential
value for future atmospheric model development, such as for
PBL and convective parameterizations in mesoscale models
on a subdaily timescale. Data availability remains a limita-
tion; we hope work such as this can motivate the collection
of more data that resolve the diurnal cycle over land.

Additionally, this study has examined the dependence of
the diurnal cycle in mixing diagrams above and below the
canopy at a single old-growth forest site. The comparison
shows that clear contrasts due to the thermal heat content
are strongest during the day, but they exist across the di-
urnal cycle. Meanwhile, at this one site, the contrasts in
moisture content are greatest at night. Currently available
FLUXNET data do not allow for such examination of con-
trasts in the climatological diurnal cycles of heat and water

throughout the canopy, nor the separate impacts of transpira-
tion, canopy interception and surface evaporation. No doubt
there are interesting regional differences dependent on cli-
mate regimes and biomes that remain unknown. Although the
very tall, dense, old-growth forest site examined here may
represent an extreme case of contrast between near-surface
and above-canopy mixing diagrams, the results suggest the
need to examine further canopy dynamics for the fundamen-
tal understanding of processes and properties across a range
of forested regions.

Lastly, it should be noted that the diagnoses presented
here presume the fidelity of the flux tower measurements, but
there are known biases and a distinct lack of energy balance
closure at most sites (Cheng et al., 2017). The assumptions
of Monin–Obukhov similarity theory, widely applied for flux
tower calculations and in many model parameterizations, are
compromised in many situations (Wulfmeyer et al., 2018),
including variations across the diurnal cycle and inconsisten-
cies between moisture and thermal fluxes (Van de Boer et al.,
2014). These problems may affect details of the diurnal cy-
cles in the figures presented here, particularly when trends
or rates of change are marginal. However, we feel the main
features and contrasts shown here are likely robust and cer-
tainly worth closer investigation. Mean biases do not affect
correlations or standard deviations, which are at the heart of
the coupling metrics, but diurnally dependent biases could
affect some results presented here. Within the limits already
inherent in coupling metrics, the results presented here are
consistent with current process understanding yet shed new
light on the relationships between energy and water cycles
and between land and atmosphere, by combining and extend-
ing existing approaches in a novel way.

Code availability. The source code used in this study is shared
on GitHub (https://github.com/ekseo/Diurnal_LA_coupling.git, last
access: 24 October 2022; https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7242215,
ekseo, 2022).

Data availability. Flux tower observations that support the find-
ings of this study are openly available from the FLUXNET2015
Tier 1 data (https://fluxnet.org/data/download-data/, Pa-
storello et al., 2020), the AmeriFlux network (https:
//ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/download-data/, Novick et al., 2018),
the drought-2018 network (https://doi.org/10.18160/YVR0-4898,
Drought 2018 Team and ICOS Ecosystem Thematic Centre,
2020), and the Discovery Tree data at the Andrews Experimental
Forest (https://portal.edirepository.org/nis/mapbrowse?packageid=
knb-lter-and.5476.2, Still, 2019). The Copernicus Climate Change
Service (C3S) provides access to ERA5 data freely through its
online portal at https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/
reanalysis-era5-single-levels (Hersbach et al., 2020).
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